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The Key to Making Money on Instagram contains a proven system for creating viral Instagram

pages for long term Internet wealth and success. Inside the book, Dave Wells goes over step by

step how he built a 6 figure Instagram business in under three years, and how he made forty

thousand dollars profit within his first year. Learn how he gets paid hundreds of dollars per post,

only spending a couple hours a week working on Instagram. In the book you will:Ã¢â€”Â•Learn how

to build viral Instagram pages from scratch (even if you've never even heard of Instagram

before).Ã¢â€”Â•Build sustainable traffic that can easily be monetized.Ã¢â€”Â•Discover the best

proven ways for maximizing profits on Instagram. Chapter by chapter you will learn every detail of

Dave's journey, from software, to outsourcing, to reaching out to large companies. The first couple

of chapters go over the mindset and persistence needed to build a lasting following. Keeping your

audience captivated is crucially important task that can be challenging without proper guidance. The

third and forth chapters cover how to choose a profitable niche, how to come up with a username,

and how to set-up your first Instagram page or pages to maximize their potential. Learn from real

examples what to do, what to avoid, and what to learn from. Every niche has the ability to be

extremely profitable, it's just a matter of knowing all of your options. Following these chapters, the

next two cover the fastest and easiest ways to gain followers, and how Dave Wells built a 300k

follower Instagram page in less than a year.After that, the remainder of the book focuses

on:Ã¢â€”Â•Automating a lot of the processes to save time. Ã¢â€”Â•Making reoccurring advertising

deals with large companies.Ã¢â€”Â•Building your own web store to go hand in hand with your

Instagram niche.Ã¢â€”Â•Expanding your empire (building a portfolio of Instagram pages and

expanding onto other social media platforms).This book covers solid business principals that can be

applied to any project or deal that you may encounter in the future. The goal of this book is to teach

you how to build an Instagram empire, perfect your brand, and make massive amounts of money

from spending a couple of minutes each day posting on Instagram.
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So easy to read and follow. Exactly what I was looking for to find a way to make money with my

instagram. I have 8,000 followers and I love running it. I just needed a way to get more followers

and later on, make some $$.

Very informative gave great insight on how to get into making money with Instagram using alot of

the tactics on a new Instagram account and it's surpassed my old account in two days! Great clear

information I give it 5 stars!

As a complete novice I found this book a great little stepping stone into the world of Instagram.

Ideas started to flow as I read my way through.

Good book for newbies, especially for me. No information on what to do every day(week) in

instagram. Is there maybe a full version?)))

Excellent ebook, well worth the time it takes to go through it. I thought everything outlined in the

book was well written and very understandable. This is the very reason i gave this author 5 stars. It

is the best book I've come across on this subject.



Good insight for he beginner Instagram marketer

This book was pure genius! For a very long time I have been looking for the dirty little secrets of

making money online and this told me everything I needed to know. From getting started, to just

wanting to make more money, the author explains everything in great detail and leads you on a

great path of success. At first, I was a bit skeptic. Everyone who deals with people online know that

scams are very common but it was clear from the start that Dave Wells was writing pure gold. This

is a must buy for anyone wanting to make money on Instagram, and I would definitely recommend

that everyone marketing online read this because it is a very good source for inspiration. If you are

wanting to finally get serious about making real money, then do yourself a favor and take a bit of

time and money, to make yourself quite a bit of profit!

As someone looking to get into the monetizing social media world this book was very helpful and

very easy to read and understand as a novice within the field.
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